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On Thu, Mar 22, 2018 at 2:27 PM, Jim Porter <jporter2327
On Thu, Mar 22, 2018 at 2:27 PM, Jim Porter <jporter2327@yahoo.com> wrote:

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Jim Porter <jporter2327@yahoo.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2018 1:25 PM
Subject: Articles Were Replaced.....

Good Morning,

Yesterday I wrote a statement of facts which I have 100% proof to back up.

I opened Steve's reply, and due to time constraints didn't have time to find all his 
comments throughout the text.

This morning I'm going through FightersIntel, enjoying the lay-out, and find Steve's 
commented on his information the Articles were never replaced.

I have heard this statement of amended/altered/refined/.... from many others across 
America, but that is absolutely not what happened to the Articles of Confederation.

In my words to shorten the list of events that took place to replace the Articles;
The Articles were found to be weak for 'allowing' a federal government to operate as 

needed, by retaining to the states government power(s) from the People, needed at the federal 
government level.

The Articles were a good attempt/start at instituting a new world government, but after 3 
short years the Articles were found to be ineffectual for cause, but that is not the end of our 
fascinating story of fraud and deceit.

                              *********************************

Remember there were 'Two' competing factions struggling for control of America;

#1 faction) Being the Colonists who were;
Working the land (Farmers),
Opening/operating stores and warehouses (merchants),
Shipping freight to Europe (Shippers),
as just a short example of all new industrial advancements going on in the world of 

1780/90.
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#2 faction) Being the british king with no desire to work at anything, but through his 
titled executives, the british king maintained the desire to tax the crap out of the Colonialist of 
category 1. There was a struggle going on in 1783/84, not realized by many Americans today, 
and this struggle was over the power of the Pen to control North America for monetary gain. 
(The Colonial Americans of group 1 accepted control of the land for their individual gains/profits 
while the british king used his titled executives to infiltrate the new American government under 
the Articles of Confederation. Please never forget the separations between state(s) and federal 
government bodies, as this become very critical for understanding government control later in 
America's history.)

                              ********************************

The Articles of Confederation 'DID NOT' transfer the needed 'highest right of power' 
from the states to the federal government, required by federal government employees honoring 
the british king known as Federalist. For this group of federal employees to steal from the hard 
working American People, they needed more federal power than the Articles allowed.

(The lazy American Federalist didn't have the enough, correctly placed, government 
power granted in the Articles to steal from the hard working Americans. Honoring government 
power by trust, and the abuse of this government power is the difference between human virtue 
and criminal treason.)

In 1786 James Madison called for a convention to amend the Articles, but I've learned by 
studying Madison's life history that 'is not' his genuine reason for calling that Amending 
convention.

Madison was a weakling, choosing places of study not by their heritage, but by their 
climate due to his sickly nature. With barely the strength to push a pen, much less perform 
manual labor producing goods or needed services for our new country, Madison honed his skills 
for organizing while perfecting his art of debate.

By the time he reached 35, he had studied british legal theory extensively to learn he 
needed a government system granting greater control from the People to the federal governing 
body, than was allowed for in the Articles of Confederation. 

(His calling of the convention to amend the Articles of Confederation, while having 
other, hidden motive(s) once the convention was convened, 'IS EXACTLY' the danger of an 
Article 5 convention today.

He used one topic to call the debate, then switched the topic of debate during the debate 
before eventually landing on the topic he needed to change our federal government. (I'm leaning 
toward facts proving he was the 'hillary clinton' of the 1780. Madison was a Federalist, studied in 
the british legal fraud for control of People by using the power of the pen. That very well details 
hillary's past.)

By 1787 Madison is know to have called for a convention to amend the Articles with the 
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end result of that convention being a calling for another convention, the Constitutional 
Convention of 1787, and here is the why for that convention;

Madison, among other Federalist operatives, thought power in the 1784/86 state 
legislature(s) was excessive and insufficiently 'disinterested', and the Federalist wanted 
sovereignty transferred to the national government, while those who did not think this a problem, 
the Anti-Federalist, wanted to fix the Articles of Confederation, not replace them.

Madison was very cleaver with his approach to getting what he needed with the writing 
of the Virginia Plan.

The Virginia Plan outlined much of what is now the design of our federal government, 
and during the design period our federal constitution, the Anti-Federalist position was also 
recognized, and much to the displeasure of the Madison/Federalist faction.

What remains to be written, for Public Understanding, is simply;

Under the Articles of Confederation, the 1786 'People' of Colonial decent, retained 
control of their government by keeping their government power(s) close to home.

(The saying 'keep your friends close, and your enemies closer' was well respected by The 
People of America between 1783 and 1786, and changing this placement of government power 
from state capitols to one central location became the life work of Madison and others honoring 
the wishes of the british king.)

By reading the Anti-Federalist and Federalist papers, anyone can learn of the struggle(s) 
for America's government power(s) between these two powerful factions at the federal, state and 
county government levels across America then, and today too. Then the factions were named 
Federalist and Anti-Federalist, while today the political power is found with the Democrat and 
Republican parties.

The beauty of Our Creator's design of the human being is;

There can never be a perfect lie, nor can there ever be a perfect crime.

By understanding those facts about crimes and lies;
The Anti-Federalist faction present at the Constitutional Convention allowed Madison 

and the Federal faction to institute the current government design transferring great government 
power to the federal level, while the Anti-Federalist insisted on the additional requirement for 
'Americans holding a title of nobility' who also desired government employment in American 
government.

This constitutional requirement is the cause for the crime of treason to be defined in 
constitutional Article 3, which allows the People to control their government employees across 
America today, if/when the requirement is demanded by the People.
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I almost came off the Article(s) track there, so getting back to our American history;

Our federal government retains today, much of the theory from Madison's Virginia Plan, 
with 3 branches for America's federal government, using a bicameral congress. It was during the 
constitutional writing outlining our current federal congress, that Madison's and the Federalist's 
party train come off their constitutional tracks for protecting the American People from 
treasonous criminals of today. (Madison knew this, but moved on with committing treason while 
increasing his efforts to hide the crime from the People.)

The Federalist at the Constitutional Convention desired a constitution allowing the 
transfer of power away from the People, but to understand this position, a quick discussion of 
'What is a Constitution?' is needed.

A constitutions is defined as;
'The basic principals and laws of a nation, state or social group that determine the powers 

and duties of the government.'

Federal Constitution Article 1 designates a place for the federal government to be 10 
miles square or less, after stating the legislative branch is of bicameral design with limited 
written powers from 'The People' listed in the Sections of the Constitution.

Nearing the end of legislative Section 1, the Anti-Federalist raised their hand demanding 
their position preventing 'foreign interference' in our new proposal for a representative 
government be added. (Ben Franklin was probably laughing to himself about then.)

It was 'Exactly' at that moment the 'Federalist party representatives' learned their 
'Treasonous Plan' was understood by the Anti-Federalist party representatives.

And, that to control the American People allowing the british king to tax the 'crap' out of 
the American People, treason would be the crime 'requiring' the negotiations of a future bill of 
rights to the federal constitution demanded by the Federalists, putting the british legal system 
back in play to protect Americans guilty of treason.

During America's Constitutional Convention, the Theory or definition of a constitution 
was the problem for the Federalist faction members, as most Federalist faction members held a 
title of nobility from the british king. The Federalist (british king loving pencil pushing) party 
thieves knew 'If' they refused the addition of Article 1, Section 9, Clause 8 a constitutional 
agreement 'Would Not' be reached and the Articles of Confederation would remain the rule 
preserving local control over the American federal government of 1787.

By 'push come to shove', the Anti-Federalist got;
'No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the United States:' (making any title of nobility 

one from a King or Prince which is not part of our domestic federal, state or county government 
designs, thus a title must be from a foreign state by definition.)
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Then continuing with the discussion for those holding a title, now 'know' that the title is 
of foreign decent, Article 1, Section 9, Clause 8 continues;

'And no Person holding any Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the 
Consent of Congress, accept of any present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind whatever, 
from any King, Prince, or foreign State.'

The importance of this 'Constitutional Clause', and how was this designed to be important 
for protecting the American People is 'in my simple words debated many times with success, and 
written in word to our current president with written presidential confirmation';

'The crime of treason is committed when any American holding a title of nobility takes 
root in any government position across America without the consent of our federal congress.'

The 'across America' part of the above statement has been thrown in my face several 
times by lazy (dumb-ass) American People stating Clause 8, of Section 9, Article 1 of our federal 
constitution only limits titles of nobility by our United States!

I accept the beauty of a statement like this because;

The individual making this statement wants constitutional protection, even though the 
individual has just proven they have not read the single document protecting them from a 
domestic criminal guilty of the crime of treason as defined in our federal constitution.

To align these individuals I simply ask them to read the next clause in our federal 
Constitution, to learn 'No State is to grant any Title of Nobility'. Thus making any title a produce 
of a foreign King, Prince or foreign state other than a foreign state of one of the states of 
America to the federal government of America.

The American story of 1780's Americans developing America's federal Constitution is 
fascinating, yet most Americans refuse to read the story.

America's constitutional story includes deceit, written slight of hand, and british legal 
misdirection still taught in seemingly constitutional 'lawful', yet only british 'legal' schools 
around the world to this day.

The importance to the world, of our American society is of such great value, foreign 
country leaders attempt only to steal from the American People, while not attempting to 
destroying the hidden integrity making America the greatest government power of this world. No 
foreign leader wants to kill the hand of kindness, while many foreign leaders want to move 
others aside for added closeness to American's government employees.

The argument of were the Articles of Confederation repaired of replaced is easily settled 
with the ratification of America's supreme 'Law of the Land' as written in Article 6, which 
determines there was a replacing of the Articles by the ratified our federal constitution.
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Now;
As I have easily proven America's Federal Constitution is the 'Law of the Land' on July 

21, 17889, let us move forward in time and look to the timeline proving treason is the crime 
committed by George Washington and John Adams on April 30, 1789, and by John Adams on 
March 4, 1789. (This discussion always makes the foreign title holding criminal People's 'shit' hit 
the fan, which is exactly what I want to happen so the 'Honest' American People know 'We, the 
People' can remove criminals from our government halls.)

Our American History Time-Line is of great entertainment to me, and of great 
entertainment to few others once I share this information with them.

Today, many individuals claim expert constitutional status, but when I use this time-line 
on them in debate, they go 'away' never to be contacted/heard from again. I think these media 
recognized experts are government plants to keep the truth(s) from the American People, but 
only time will prove this thought.

(While debating treason, please remember treason is 1) the usurpation of government 
power for individual gain, or 2) giving Aid or Comfort to someone usurping government power.)

I ask the question;
'If' our federal constitution demands congressional consent of those with a title, then 

'How In Hell' does an individual receive this congressional consent 'BEFORE' the first united 
States of America congressional session met on march 4, 1789?

By magic not written about in our federal constitution? to which I say 'NO' and claim the 
crime of treason is exposed!

Asking 'Which Came First' the Chicken or the egg? is much more difficult to answer than 
'How can congressional consent be granted before the first session of congress met?'

Can I have Drum Roll Please?

The Answer 'Is', there 'Was' no congressional consent for John Adams holding a british 
title of nobility when 'He' took a seat as the 1st president of the United States Senate on March 4, 
1789, a full 56 days before he was inaugurated as vice president after George Washington was 
inaugurated on that date. There is no history of Adams being inaugurated first, so.....

It is 'what is not present' in our federal historical documents that confirm the crime of 
treason by Adams, a member of the federalist party.

Moving on to the George Washington treason, as George Washington was neither a 
member of the federalist or anti-federalist parties, George went down in history as an 
independent proving three political parties were covering for treason as no recorded 
congressional consent is found as required for the French title of nobility.

George enjoyed a title of nobility from France, a fact well documented, but little know of 
by Americans today.
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As George enjoyed this French title, why is there no evidence of united States 
congressional consent in our federal document archives as of last December when I was looking 
for this document in Washington, D.C.? It seems old John as the senate president could not allow 
consent be granted to 'Ol' George as he 'Ol' John could never have received consent before 
congress convened. (See the Lie(s)?)

I believe as the federalist had 50% of the control of our federal government, they decided 
to go ahead with their plan for total dominance and forget about the constitutional requirement 
added to title holding Americans, which the title holder could not grant to themselves.

As the american People of the Anti-Federalist party were busy running business interests, 
the federalist criminals were left alone to plan their next unconstitutional move, and what do you 
think 'That Move Was To Be'?

How About Another Drum Roll Please;

The federalist next unconstitutional move was;
To Add the Unconstitutional bill of rights, which adds british legal crap back onto the 

backs of the American People. I say unconstitutional because,
'If' John Adams was the senate president in violation of the u.S. constitution, how can 

anything done under his rein be constitutional? 'IT CAN'T' is the correct answer!

The replacing of the Articles with the Constitution was a great American Feat, because 
the Feat had Protections for the People.

It was when the American People did 'not' use their protections, our Anti-Federalist 
constitutional train came off the tracks.

Before leaving this subject for now, please know I have a copy of the Lincoln signed 
document from 1865 that required our American Civil War conflict, and this document is a 
constitutional fraud caused by the constitutional fraud from 1812 of the original 13th 
amendment, which is a fraud of treason allowed for and caused by the constitutional fraud of the 
bill of rights which is a result of the March 4, 1789 fraud of John Adams.

Our Creator does not provide Human being(s) with the talent to tell the perfect lie, or 
commit the perfect crime, and so for 229 the American People have been living a lie, which is 
now exposed for the prosecution of living criminals of our federal, state and county government 
bodies.

Our federal constitution demands our president enforce the 'Law of the Land', and for this 
reason I sent emoluments to our president, and ask others across America to do.

These letters, with the enclosed emolument, require the white house to read the letters to 
know the intention of the emolument. Remember the constitution addresses emoluments?
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By these emoluments, several Americans have received white house replies stating by 
Federal Law, the emolument is being returned.

Now that I have proven the federal constitution is in place at our current white house, 
how about helping me get a meeting to expose our truths to prosecute criminals by constitutional 
'Law', and remove the current B.S. of the british legal system by the 7th amendment?

Thanks for your putting my writings out there J,

Jim
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